This work represents is another contribution to the application of optimal control theory to production inventory systems. We consider a firm that produces some product at a certain rate and aims at improving this rate. We successfully formulated the model as an optimal control problem and obtained an explicit solution using the maximum principle. An illustrative example is provided and the sensitivity of the model to some of the system parameters was addressed.
Introduction
We consider in this paper a production inventory system that produces a single product at a certain production rate (actual rate) and seeks an alternative production rate (desired rate). The system is dynamic by nature and an optimal control approach seems particularly well suited to achieve its optimization.
One fascinating aspect of optimal control theory is its wide range of applications. It has found successful applications in various areas of management science and operations research; see Sethi and Thompson [1] . We are especially interested in applications of optimal control theory to inventory theory. Among the most recent literature on the subject are references listed [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
In the system we are studying here, the product is supposed to deteriorate while in stock.
Items deterioration is a matter of prime importance in inventory theory and this feature has received a great deal of attention from researchers, as shown by the surveys of Nahmias [9] , Raafat [10] , and Goyal and Giri [11] . The optimal control of some deteriorating production inventory systems has been considered by Bounkhel et al. [12] , Hedjar et al. [13, 14] , and Tadj et al. [15] .
Besides adjusting its production rate, we also assume that the firm has set an inventory goal level and penalties are incurred for the inventory level to deviate from its goal and for the desired production rate to deviate from the actual production rate.
The problem is presented as an optimal control problem with one control variable and two state variables, and a closed form solution is obtained using the maximum principle.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Following this introduction, the model is presented and solved in Section 2. In Section 3 we present some illustrative examples and discuss the sensitivity of our model to the system parameters.
Model Formulation and Solution
Consider a manufacturing system that produces a single product, selling some units and adding others to inventory. We start by writing the differential equation models.
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is the constant discount rate. The 
and the state equations
For simplicity, we will take 0 = ρ and assume that deterioration occurs at constant rate, so that To simplify the solution procedure of Equation (2.13), we will make use of the diagonal representation of A and let
where the vector f is such that 
Algorithm
Step 1: Compute the eigenvalues (2.14) and eigenvectors (2.15) of the matrix A .
Step 2: Compute the vectors f by (2.19) and z by (2.20).
Step 3: Compute Yz x = . The results of this section are summarized in theorem 2.1.
Illustrative Examples
We want in this section to present some illustrative examples of the results obtained. We use the following parameters: 
, and
For each case we plotted the optimal inventory level * I , the optimal actual production rate Desired production rate Pd(t) Actual production rate Pa(t) Fig. 1 . Optimal production policy for constant demand rate. Desired production rate Pd(t) Actual production rate Pa(t)
In all three cases, the optimal inventory level starts from the initial value 5 0 = I and then increases to tend to 40 = I as t increases. Also, in all three cases, the optimal actual production rate starts from the initial value 5 = a p and then increases to tend to the optimal desired production rate as t increases.
Sensitivity Analysis
To assess the sensitivity of our model, we study the effect on the objective function value of the system parameters, which we divided into two 
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